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Freedom, Equality and Justice in Islam
2002

in freedom equality and justice in islam m h kamali presents the reader
with an analysis of the three concepts of freedom equality and justice
from an islamic point of view and their manifestations in the religious
social legal and political fields the author discusses the evidence to
be found for these concepts in the qur an and sunna and reviews the
interpretations of the earlier schools of law the work also looks at
more recent contributions by muslim jurists who have advanced fresh
interpretations of freedom equality and justice in the light of the
changing realities of contemporary muslim societies freedom equality and
justice in islam is part of a series dedicated to the fundamental rights
and liberties in islam and should be read in conjunction with the
dignity of man an islamic perspective and freedom of expression in islam

The Right to Life, Security, Privacy and
Ownership in Islam
2008

exploring the ideas of human rights according to the laws of islam this
discussion examines the sanctity of life murder unintentional killing
the death penalty abortion suicide and euthanasia the arguments are
introduced by qur anic quotations and prophetic anecdotes and include
practical examples of both medieval and contemporary applications
relevant to the current international interest of multicultural
perspectives on human rights this analysis also covers security against
unlawful arrest freedom from torture immunity against invasion of
privacy and restrictions imposed by the shari a on the exercises of
these rights

Major Issues in Islam
2017-11-02

this book explores matters that have negatively affected the public
image and depictions of islam from the late nineteenth century to the
present the areas of uneasiness and debate among muslims and non muslims
alike include islamic values and identity in the post caliphate era
after colonialism and now under western hegemony

The Three Fundamental Principles of Islam and
Their Proofs
2012-08-16

the three fundamental principles and the four basic rules of islam

Understanding The Basic Principles of Islam
2020-05-17

this book describes and explains the meaning of the essential articles
of faith and basic forms of worship in islam the narration is enriched
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with relevant essays from prominent scholars in addition to the answers
given to the frequently asked questions the author uses different
allegories and metaphors in order to clarify his points perfect for
young readers the book presents the basic framework of understanding and
reasoning of the islamic faith

Islam and Gender
2010-06-22

given the intense political scrutiny of islam and muslims which often
centres on gendered concerns islam and gender major issues and debates
is an accessible and comprehensive introduction to the key topics
problems and debates in this engaging subject split into three parts
this book places the discussion in its historical context provides up to
date case studies and delves into contemporary debate on the subject
this book includes discussion of the following important topics marriage
and divorce interpretations of the qur an and sunna male and female
sexuality and sexual diversity classical islamic thought on masculinity
and femininity gender and hadith polygamy and inheritance adultery and
sexual violence veiling female circumcision and crimes of honour lived
religiosities gender justice in islam islam and gender is essential
reading for students in religious studies islamic studies and gender
studies as well as those in related fields such as cultural studies
politics area studies sociology anthropology and history

Fundamental Doctrine of Islam and Its Pragmatism
1993

an amalgamation of three books basic principles of islam understanding
islam and the muslims and the status of women in islam this compact user
friendly volume offers answers to frequently asked questions about
muslims and their creed ranging from the general to the specific topics
addressed include the origin of islam the status of women the principles
of fasting and prohibition and the authenticity of the qur an

Islamic Ideology
2000

this volume the first of six to be published studies fundamental values
of islam along with the nature of rights and the responsibilities in a
general context the authors analyse the development of social thought
and morality in islam and ways in which they are enforced through the
family and education particular attention is paid to the status of women
children youth and the socially excluded several chapters broach
specially islamic approaches to economics government and justice a world
religion since its inception in the seventh century a d islam is today
seeking vigorous answers to contemporary problems through its multi
faceted history issues of poverty and wealth inequality and demands for
political expression and respect for diversity in a difficult world of
conformity are dealt with in this series the study is organized along
thematic rather than chronological lines and thus it is not necessary to
read the volumes in order volume ii is in fact the first to have been
published volume iv is forthcoming end 2002 volume v mid 2003 and
volumes iii and vi in 2004 this volume the first of six to be published
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studies fundamental values of islam along with the nature of rights and
the responsibilities in a general context the authors analyse the
development of social thought and morality in islam and ways in which
they are enforced through the family and education particular attention
is paid to the status of women children youth and the socially excluded
several chapters broach specially islamic approaches to economics
government and justice

Understanding Islam
1998-12-31

soroush and his contemporaries in other moslem countries are shaping
what may become islam s equivalent of the christian reformation a period
of questioning traditional practices and beliefs and ultimately of
upheaval

The different aspects of islamic culture
2002

the author was the promised messiah and mahdi and founder of the
ahmadiyya movement in islam the book was originally published in 1903
contents include the physical moral and spiritual conditions of man
state of man in the afterlife object of man s life in this world action
of the practical ordinances of law in this and the afterlife the sources
of divine knowledge etc

Reason, Freedom, & Democracy in Islam
2011-10-01

with a focus upon the social dimension of worship mawdudi s original
approach to religious ritual and self purification considers worship s
transformative role in social life as well as on the spirit this work
offers an illuminating and unique study of the nature and significance
of islamic spirituality by a leading muslim intellectual from the
twentieth century

The Teachings of Islam - A Solution of Five
Fundamental Religious Problems from the Muslim
Point of View
2015-09-21

there have been two main traditions of writing on ethics in the islamic
tradition one philosophical and related to the works of aristotle and
other greek philosophers represented by thinkers such as avicenna and
one theological represented by such figures as the famous theologian al
qadi abd al jabbar some later scholars attempted to combine those two
traditions for the most part however the views of the jurists have been
ignored abdulaziz sachedina here calls attention to this third tradition
of ethics which has its home in legal literature the problem is that
islamic jurists did not produce a genre of ethical manuals and their
form of ethics which sachedina terms juridical ethics must be derived or
extracted from works that ostensibly treat legal rulings and obligations
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or scriptural hermeneutics and legal theory presenting an outline of the
version of islamic ethics that is embedded in the textual legacy of the
islamic legal tradition he argues that this juridical ethics is an
important even dominant form of ethics in modern islam he notes that
this form of ethics has been challenged by modernity and examines the
variety of ways in which legal ethical thinkers have reacted how do
muslim religious leaders come to grips with modern demands of directing
their communities to live as modern citizens of nation states what kind
of moral and spiritual resources are being garnered by their scholars to
respond to the new issues in sciences more immediately in medicine and
constantly changing social relationships to answer these pressing
questions it is necessary to go beyond the philosophical ethics of
virtue and human character and acknowledge the importance of ethics to
the formulation in muslim interpretive jurisprudence of religious and
moral decisions that are based on reason and revelation

Worship in Islam
2022-06-10

islam 101 principles and practice is a primer on islam that addresses
the information needs of non muslims interested in learning about the
fastest growing religion in the world quickly and without being
initially encumbered by details islam 101 will also benefit young
muslims especially those living in western societies who want to learn
the basics of islam islam 101 reviews the fundamental principles beliefs
and practical aspects of islam it covers diverse topics such as morals
good and bad deeds personal characteristics rights and obligations women
s rights islamic law sectarian differences relations with other
religions as well as day to day issues it also indicates how some
muslims through their practice have deviated from islam s true purpose
and meaning islam 101 is a useful tool for disseminating information
about islam and muslims it will help overturn the stereotyping of
muslims that has developed over the years from the actions of adherents
who failed to follow true islamic teachings

Islamic Ethics
2003-01-28

this book clearly displays how islam is the most natural response to the
human condition and providing spiritual insight into the universe the
prophet muhammad blessing and peace be upon him like all prophets before
him renewed the teachings of pure monotheism and once again conveyed to
mankind the divine guidance from which they had turned away this book
explains the basic concept of life in islam as well as its moral
political social economic and spiritual systems

Islam 101
1967

continuing from his earlier discussions of fundamental human rights from
an islamic perspective professor m h kamali discusses in this volume a
person s right to education work and welfare the following subjects are
discussed a classification of knowledge from the islamic perspective
children s education academic freedom science and religion the value of
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work work ethics fair trading workers rights the obligations of society
and the state towards those who are in need the obligations of
individuals the establishment and objectives of charities provided by
publisher

Islamic Way of Life
2010

an introductory guide to the important elements of the world s largest
religion including the quran the pillars of faith and the life of
muhammad as well as islamic history customs and rituals and
contributions to world culture essential islam a comprehensive guide to
belief and practice is the ideal beginner s resource on the core
elements of a faith that like christianity and judaism offers a guide to
holy living and a path to salvation one that like other world faiths has
inspired peace and war tolerance and brutality enlightenment and abysmal
ignorance essential islam offers an insightful objective look at islam
from its inception to the present day including a discussion of islamic
beliefs about god history warfare marriage the afterlife and the
relationship between islam and other faiths it is a rich source for
dispelling misconceptions for example only 10 percent of muslims are
arabic and only a quarter of those reside in the middle east and for
understanding tensions between groups within and outside islam more
importantly it gives readers a portrait of islam not as a religion of
extremists but as a dynamic living faith practiced by people of all
kinds in virtually every corner of the world

Right to Education, Work and Welfare in Islam
2010-08-25

this work is an excellent resource for better understanding the islamic
faith the study incorporates short stories tables and charts into its
comprehensive explication of the religion s complexities

Fundamental Structure of Islam
2009-11-12

the five pillars of islam is a comprehensive and practical manual on the
fundamental beliefs and practices of a muslim and provides an
understanding of the true spirit of worship in islam written by a noted
muslim scholar and educationist with a contemporary muslim audience in
mind this is an invaluable reference for every home and classroom
musharraf hussain phd is the director of the karimia institute in the
united kingdom in 2009 he was awarded the order of the british empire
for his services to community relations in britain

Essential Islam
2008

this book presents the most essential knowledge regarding the religion
of islam islam is the religion which invites all human beings to the
pristine monotheism toward allah the creator of the universe the book is
intended for audiences who want to learn about islam at the elementary
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level the information presented in this book is taken from verses in the
quran which is the central scripture in the religion of islam the
related quranic verses are also displayed as evidences of the presented
information the quran was revealed in classical arabic language and
until these days still preserved in its original form the english
translation of such quranic verses is presented throughout this book
thus no knowledge in arabic is required to understand this book moreover
no knowledge concerning islam is prerequisite to comprehend the contents
of this book the teaching of islam is intended for all mankind thus this
book is purposed as a medium to convey the essential knowledge to common
audiences regardless of their religious political educational and
ethnical background

The Basic Ideas and Institutions of Islam
2012-10-10

an introductory guide to the important elements of the world s largest
religion including the quran the pillars of faith and the life of
muhammad as well as islamic history customs and rituals and
contributions to world culture essential islam a comprehensive guide to
belief and practice is the ideal beginner s resource on the core
elements of a faith that like christianity and judaism offers a guide to
holy living and a path to salvation one that like other world faiths has
inspired peace and war tolerance and brutality enlightenment and abysmal
ignorance essential islam offers an insightful objective look at islam
from its inception to the present day including a discussion of islamic
beliefs about god history warfare marriage the afterlife and the
relationship between islam and other faiths it is a rich source for
dispelling misconceptions for example only 10 percent of muslims are
arabic and only a quarter of those reside in the middle east and for
understanding tensions between groups within and outside islam more
importantly it gives readers a portrait of islam not as a religion of
extremists but as a dynamic living faith practiced by people of all
kinds in virtually every corner of the world

The Five Pillars of Islam
1984

freedom of expression in islam is informative not only on the subject of
the possibilities of freedom of expression within islam but also on the
cultural tradition of islam and its guidelines on social behaviour
distinguished by its clarity and readability this book is not only
essential reading for anyone interested in islamic law in muslim society
or in issues of comparative jurisprudence but is also an important
contribution to the current debate concerning the definition and limits
of the principle of free speech suitable for undergraduate and post
graduate courses in islamic studies comparative jurisprudence and
political theory

The Teachings of Islam
1963

marriage is something that is quite often taken far too lightly we get
the urge to get married and we fail to find out what this truly entails
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we need to consider the fact that as a muslim there is an obligation
upon us to learn what it is that allah has made an obligation us when we
want to partake upon this type of worship if we want happiness and
success in our relationships then we need to begin our marriages
correctly as you see this brief and concise guide gives you the
opportunity to do just that

Islam in Focus
1990

towards a fiqh for minorities is an important subject and a much needed
contribution to an area of fiqh that has become essential for the
wellbeing and development of muslim communities living in the west the
author stresses that the problems of muslim minorities can only be
tackled with a fresh juristic vision based on the principles objectives
and higher values of the qur an in conjunction with the ultimate aims
and intents maqasid of the shariah in essence dr al alwani s paper is a
call for muslim minorities to have a sense of themselves as citizens and
develop a positive confident view of their place and value in society
moving away from notions of immigrant status and governed by a
humanistic vision focusing on the betterment of society

The Teaching of Islam
2020-09-17

exploring complex relations between muslim visions and critical stances
this textbook is a compact introduction to islam dealing with the
origins of its forms from early developments to contemporary issues
including religious principles beliefs and practices the author s
innovative method considers the various opposing theories and approaches
between the islamic tradition and scholars of islam each topic is
accompanied by up to date bibliographical references and a list of
titles for further study while an exhaustive glossary includes the
elementary notions to allow in depth study part i outlines the two
founding aspects the qur an and prophet muhammad highlighting essential
concepts according to islamic religious discourse and related critical
issues in part ii the emergence of the religious themes that have
characterised the formation of islam are explored in terms of historical
developments part iii on contemporary islam examines the growth of islam
between the end of the middle ages and the beginning of the modern age
advanced readers already familiar with the elementary notions of islam
and religious studies will benefit from islam that explores the
development of religious discourse in a historical perspective this
unique textbook is a key resource for post graduate researchers and
academics interested in islam religion and the middle east

Essential Knowledge in Islam Explained by the
Quran
2009-11-12

the world today has become one large village muslims and non muslims
live side by side and have to learn about one another share
commonalities and respect differences at this time more than one and a
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half billion muslims live in this village some of them are pious muslims
trying to live in accordance with islamic rules whereas others do not
while believing that these rules come from god the qur an from
interpretations of his messenger the sunnah or the consensus of muslim
jurists ijmâ and are at least rules derived via analogy qiyâs from the
main sources of islam most muslims think along these lines and agree
with the above the reader should remember that muslim individuals should
live according to islamic rules in private but no individual is
responsible for implementing islamic law in any event the need to learn
the facts about islamic law is necessary for muslims as well as for non
muslims if they live in the same society with muslims at least in the
sense of general information in any event the need to learn the facts
about islamic law is necessary for muslims as well as for non muslims if
they live in the same society with muslims at least in the sense of
general information we should keep in mind here that only sovereign
muslim states governments have the legal authority to implement islamic
law an individual muslim has no legal authority or power to implement
islamic law the law of islam certainly does not say that every muslim is
obliged to implement islamic law it matters not how efficient and
popular that individual may be as a brave warrior or a meticulous
planner of unlawful and immoral schemes of hatred terror and destruction
only people who are properly qualified and trained and hold a license
from muslim governmental authorities have the authority to issue fatwâs
not every muslim individual qualifies as a muftî a jurist consult or
scholar of law who has been given a license to issue fatwâs for this
reason bediuzzaman says and we know that the fundamental aims of the qur
an and its essential elements are fourfold divine unity al tawhîd
prophethood al nubuwwah the resurrection of the dead al hashr and
justice al ʿadalah al adâlah means law he adds in another treatise let
our ulul amr satesmen and political authorities think over implementing
these rules this book is divided into eight chapters chapter i because
of the many misunderstandings that arise some terms related to islamic
law such as sharî ah fiqh qânûn urf islamic law and muhammadan law are
explained chapter ii here in this chapter dedicated to references on
islamic law the real added value of this book is found chapter iii this
chapter looks at four periods of islamic law the period of the prophet
muhammad the period of the companions the period of the tabi în and an
introduction to the period of mujtahidîn chapter iv we will provide
detailed information here on the different law schools and theological
divisions chapter v this chapter will be devoted to a period of islamic
law that has been neglected in both old and new books and articles i e
the period of islamic law after the turks converted to islam 960 1926
chapter vi this chapter will focus also on three main subjects anglo
muhammadan law indo muslim law syariah or islamic law in southeast asia
and islamic law in contemporary muslim states like egypt pakistan
morocco indonesia and jordan chapter vii we will explain the system and
methodology of islamic law in this chapter chapter viii we will give
some brief information here on the implementation of islamic law its
future some encyclopedical works on islamic law and new institutions of
islamic fiqh

Essential Islam
1997

max weber and islam is a major effort by islamic studies specialists to
reexamine and appraise max weber s perspectives on islam and its
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historical development eight specialists on islam and two sociologists
explore many dimensions of weber s comments on islam along with weber s
conceptual framework the volume s introduction links the discussions to
contemporary issues and debates wolfgang schluchter reconstructs weber s
conceptual apparatus as it applies to islam and its historical
development in subsequent chapters islamic specialists consider such
major topics as the developmental history of islam islamic
fundamentalism islamic reform islamic law and capitalism secularization
in islam as well as the value of attempting to apply weber s concept of
sects to islam while some authors find flaws in weber s factual
knowledge of islam they also find considerable merit in the kinds of
questions weber raised contributors to the volume include highly
respected contemporary international scholars of islam ira lapidus
nehemia levtzion richard m eaton peter hardy rudolph peters barbara
metcalf francis robinson patricia crone michael cook and s n eisenstadt
toby huff s introduction not only knits the thematics of the separate
essays together but adds its own stresses while engaging the
contributors in dialogue and debate about fundamental issues this acute
collective analysis establishes a new benchmark for understanding weber
and islam this book also provides an up to date overview of the
developmental history of many aspects of islam a major reappraisal of
the entire span of max weber s sociological thought on islam this book
will appeal to a wide range of scholars and laymen interested in the
islamic world it will be of particular interest to sociologists
specializing in religion and middle east area specialists toby e huff is
professor of sociology at the university of massachusetts dartmouth he
is editor of on the roads to modernity conscience science and
civilization selected writings by benjamin nelson and the author of max
weber and the methodology of the social sciences and the rise of early
modern science islam china and the west wolfgang schluchter is professor
of sociology at the university of heidelberg and dean of the max weber
center for advanced studies at the university of erfurt

Freedom of Expression in Islam
2014-11-16

a short exposition of the value and concept of human rights in islam as
noted in the quran and sunnah

The Basic Guide to Marriage in Islam
1981

mawdudi argues that the true understanding of islamic civilization is
possible only by having access to the soul of that civilization and its
underlying fundamental principles belief in god the angels the prophets
the revealed books and the last day rather than to its manifestations in
knowledge literature fine arts social life or its system of governance

The Fundamental Principles and Precepts of
Islamic Government
2010-01-01

the pillars of islam was the culmination of nu man s more than thirty
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years of effort in the field of jurisprudence considered to be the
greatest authority on isma ili law this work is essential for scholars
and students of islamic law

Towards a Fiqh for Minorities
2020-10-27

Islam
2001

A Basic Dictionary of Islam
2010-01-01

Introduction to Islamic Law
1937

The Teachings of Islam
1976

Max Weber and Islam
1921

Human Rights in Islam
2015-07-02

The Teachings of Islam
1978

Islamic Civilization
2006-06-23

The Teaching of Islam

Ibadat
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